
Wayan Arnata – “Integrity” 
  
A common criticism of Balinese contemporary art is the lack of willingness by its practitioners to experiment 
with new and unconventional forms of media. ‘Integrity’, an exhibition that opened 24 April at the Griya 
Santrian Gallery in Sanur, by Wayan Arnata featuring works in an array of fibres is, however, a welcomed 
respite to an art scene that may often be considered as being mundane. 
  
Arnata presents 24 technically and aesthetically strong works, including with one installation, exploring 
themes of identity, culture, daily life, humour and the environment.  He adopts fibre as the main medium of 
expression within his mixed media works displayed upon canvas ranging in size from 10 x 10 cm to one 
enormous 4 panel composition measuring 150 x 400cm.  The works include acrylic paint, timber, bamboo, 
wire, styrofoam, various grades of yarn (natural and synthetic fibres used for knitting and weaving), stove 
wick and hessian.  
  
“Recollections of my childhood and the influence of my grandfather have led to me exploring my creative 
process using fiber as the focal part of my work,” Arnata says.  
  
“My grandfather was a sangging, a master of the various techniques involved with Balinese traditional ritual 
and ceremony. I have adopted the use of Ngodi, a decorative technique I learned from my grandfather and 
practiced using natural fibers applied to Balinese cremation sarcophagi, into my work.”  
  
Due to the unusual choice of media Arnata’s compositions quickly grab the observers attention and then 
draws them nearer to allow closer investigation.  Multitudes of fibrous lines in an array of textures, gage, 
colour and flowing directions become apparent which are at once entertaining while engaging the mind.  
When combining fibres along with timber and/or bamboo, as Arnata does in ‘Djagoer’ 2011 and 
‘Kebersamaan’ (Togetherness) 2011, the individual characters of the mediums create strong visual contrasts.   
  
Arnata succeeds in creating works that are alive with motion and flow.  The observers’ vision quickly and 
easily traverses up and down, from side to side and around the compositions, enhanced by the course of the 
fibres.  In ‘Sapu dan Daun’ (Broom and Leaves), depicting a traditional broom sweeping leaves, we 
immediately imagine the leaves being whipped into floating circular motion by the dynamic force of the 
broom.  
  
Fibre has the capacity to fashion very realistic appearances, as achieved in ‘3 Monyet Bijaksana’ (3 Wise 
Monkeys) 2015. In the 3 panel composition features monkeys Arnata’s choice of fibre perfectly recreates the 
natural character of the animals fur. The subject’s facial expressions incite humour, also making the work’s 
appeal warm and light-hearted. Unfortunately humour is a trait under utilized by contemporary artists 
nowadays. 
  
Arnata’s work is the fusion of the present along with the past within and his heritage is clearly apparent. 
Balinese traditional art is characterized by the painstaking attention to detail and the disciple of building form 
with fine pencil lines that are highlighted with ink within compositions that are often mind boggling in size, 
scale and quality.  Akin to traditional paintings, the forms within Arnata’s composition may appear to swirl 
and intertwine, expanding outwards in dazzling rhythmic patterns.  The lines of thread are ever so carefully 
positioned while the patience required for the task is obviously enormous.  The care for detail makes these 
works not only beautiful and beguiling, yet also is testament to Arnata’s stoic and honest work ethic. 
  
“A philosophy behind my work is the exploration of time and space between tradition and modernity,” 
Arnata states. “I regard the thread as a metaphor of a span of time, a line that connects a one period with the 
next.”  “My inspiration comes from my day-to-day experience, what I see, do and feel in relation to my social 
life within the traditional society.  Integrity is a valuable part of my identity,” he adds.  “I believe that honesty 
is an essential part of creating fine art.” 
  



'Introspeksi Diri', Wayan Arnata, Mixed Media, Variable Dimensions, 2015. Image courtesy Arnata. 

'Balance' Wayan Arnata, 2014, mixed yarn and acrylic 
paint, Image R. Horstman 

'Introspeksi Diri', Wayan Arnata, 2015, mixed media, Image R. 
Horstman 



In 1995 Arnata (b. Sukawati, Bali 1973) began his exploration of media (including wood, cloth, fiber and 
thread), yet prior to this his work was categorized by oil and acrylic compositions in a dynamic palette using 
brush and palette knife in the genre of abstract expressionism.  Arnata’s experience living outside of Bali 
while studying and becoming a graduate of Fine Arts at Indonesian Institute of Art (ISI), Yogyakarta, 1993-
1996 has been crucial in his artistic development. Living outside of his village tradition and island home of 
Bali introduced new cultures and ideas expanding the mind and leading to his unorthodox style of 
expression. 
  
‘Introspeksi Diri’, (Self Introspection) 2015, Arnata’s fascinating mixed media installation  reveals the artists 
head suspended out from a toilet engaging with its reflection in a mirror. Contemplative thoughts are 
captured in text scribed upon leaves that appear to be floating above him, while upon the mirror is 
scrawled, “I am…?”   
  
“I am driven to fully explore the idea of the self.  On the one hand having to balance issues related to the 
customs and traditions of Bali, while on the other the issues of my profession as a contemporary artists that 
demands modern thought,” Arnata says. “These issues certainly cause friction within me and remain 
unresolved. Yet art is actually a part of the solution that transforms this energy into positive creative 
expression.” 
  
Despite natural fibres having numerous cultural references in Indonesia, especially due to the rich heritage 
of indigenous textiles throughout the archipelago, the market forces driving the development of the 
Indonesian contemporary art (determined by powerful collectors and gallerists) have dictated preferred 
types of media, aesthetics and narratives.  For many artists this has been an influential factor in their choice 
of media of self-expression, wishing to make works that do not compromise in market appeal and trends.  
Only more recently have works adopting fibre become more popular with artists while gaining increasing 
appreciation in the Indonesia art world. 
  
In ‘Integrity’ Arnata opens the door to greater personal exploration of the medium (it will be interesting to 
observe how his work evolves), he contributes to the development of Balinese contemporary art by creating 
unique works that immediately draw from the canons of traditional and contemporary art. 
  
  
Integrity – Wayan Arnata 
Continues through to 19 June at  
Griya Santrian Gallery at the  
Griyan Santrian Hotel Jalan Danau Tamblingan, Sanur. 
Open daily 9am – 6 pm. 
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Wayan Arnata  'Bali Modre' Wayan Arnata, acrylic and yarn 
on canvas. Image courtesy of Arnata. 


